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Abstract: Rice is one of the world’s major staple foods, especially in China. Highly accurate
monitoring on rice-producing land is, therefore, crucial for assessing food supplies and productivity.
Recently, the deep-learning convolutional neural network (CNN) has achieved considerable success
in remote-sensing data analysis. A CNN-based paddy-rice mapping method using the multitemporal
Landsat 8, phenology data, and land-surface temperature (LST) was developed during this study.
First, the spatial–temporal adaptive reflectance fusion model (STARFM) was used to blend the
moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Landsat data for obtaining multitemporal
Landsat-like data. Subsequently, the threshold method is applied to derive the phenological variables
from the Landsat-like (Normalized difference vegetation index) NDVI time series. Then, a generalized
single-channel algorithm was employed to derive LST from the Landsat 8. Finally, multitemporal
Landsat 8 spectral images, combined with phenology and LST data, were employed to extract paddy-rice
information using a patch-based deep-learning CNN algorithm. The results show that the proposed
method achieved an overall accuracy of 97.06% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.91, which are 6.43% and
0.07 higher than that of the support vector machine method, and 7.68% and 0.09 higher than that of
the random forest method, respectively. Moreover, the Landsat-derived rice area is strongly correlated
(R2 = 0.9945) with government statistical data, demonstrating that the proposed method has potential in
large-scale paddy-rice mapping using moderate spatial resolution images.
Keywords: rice; phenology; land-surface temperature; fusion model; convolutional neural network

1. Introduction
Food security has always been a problem for China and the rest of the world [1,2]. Rice, as one of
the major staple foods, is widely planted in China [3,4]. However, rice production in some areas has
been recently facing some challenges. On one hand, the growing population has higher demand on rice,
while on the other hand, the area of rice paddies has been decreasing with urbanization. Natural
degradation and hazards like floods and droughts are also a problem impacting rice production [5–7].
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The timely and accurate assessment of rice production is necessary for government decisions, which
can be achieved by the high spatial–temporal resolution monitoring of rice-producing lands.
Vegetation phenology, derived from time-series satellite images, plays an important role in
vegetation monitoring and land-cover classification because it can capture vegetation information of
different growth stages. Its classification accuracy is higher than using monotemporal images over
a region with different landscapes [8–10]. Over the last decades, time-series remote-sensing data,
especially optical remote-sensing images, have found wide applications in paddy-rice monitoring
and mapping [11–18]. Moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) data have been
used to map rice worldwide due to their high temporal and moderate spatial resolutions [19,20].
Landsat (30 m) data have a higher spatial resolution than MODIS, so they can be used to develop
more accurate rice maps for less extensive areas [21,22]. Recently, Sentinel-2A MSI (Multispectral
Instrument), with higher spatial and spectral resolutions than Landsat data, has been used to map
paddy rice and other land-cover types [23,24]. High-resolution time-series multispectral images,
including QuickBird, IKONOS, and RapidEye, have also been used to map rice or crops, getting highly
accurate results [25,26]. Hyperspectral images can improve crop-mapping accuracy by being able to
identify more crop classes [27–29]. All these optical data are susceptible to weather conditions and
image coverage, but reducing feasibility in rice-monitoring applications. Multiseasonal synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) data, being immune to weather conditions, have better performance for
rice monitoring [30–33]. The cost of SAR data rises rapidly with the increase of resolution [17,34].
Fortunately, there are some free-of-charge SAR images (Sentinel 1-C band) that can be used for
mapping land-use/-cover maps and biomass [35,36]. Considering accessibility and availability,
medium-resolution images like MODIS and Landsat are more suitable for multiyear paddy-rice
mapping. However, the spatial resolution (250–500 m) of MODIS data is too low to perform detailed
vegetation classification, so it cannot be used for regional rice identification [8,9,37,38]. Landsat data,
hence, are usually a better choice for multiyear paddy-rice mapping on a large scale.
Landsat data have a long revisit interval (16 days) and are vulnerable to rainy and cloudy weather,
so it is not easy to get enough clear imagery for paddy-rice monitoring. Spatial and temporal fusion
algorithms can generate time-series Landsat-like data with high-temporal and low-spatial resolution
by merging high-spatial resolution data with low-temporal resolution data [39,40]. The spatial
and temporal adaptive reflectance fusion model (STARFM) has proven to be effective in blending
Landsat–MODIS surface reflectance with simulated or real images [41]. Although there are many
improved models, such as the spatial–temporal adaptive algorithm for mapping reflectance change
(STAARCH) [42], an enhanced STARFM model (ESTARFM) [43], the spatiotemporal integrated
temperature fusion model (STITFM) [44], the robust adaptive spatial and temporal fusion model
(RASTARFM) [45] and other models [46,47], none of them can generate images with satisfactory spatial
and temporal resolutions using only a single pair of images, as the STARFM model does [48–52].
The STARFM algorithm is used in this study to achieve time series Landsat-like data.
Many machine-learning algorithms have been used for mapping rice or other land-cover
types, such as support vector machines (SVM), random forest (RF), and decision trees (DT) [53–55].
Some advanced algorithms (rotation forest (RoF), adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) for example) have also been developed to achieve a higher accuracy of classification [56,57].
Nowadays, deep learning has attracted great attention in fields like image identification and signal
processing [58,59]. The convolutional neural network (CNN) performs particularly well in the field of
image analysis [60,61], especially in remote-sensing tasks such as vehicle detection [62], road-network
extraction [63], scenario classification [64], and semantic segmentation [65]. Regarding scenario
classification, CNN can achieve higher classification accuracy than conventional algorithms [66].
Using convolutional layers and max-pooling layers, CNN strengthens the image-classification ability,
thereby solving the major problems of conventional shallow-structured machine-learning tools such
as SVM and RF [67,68]. CNN has been applied to the high-resolution land-use/-cover (LULC)
classification [69,70], and demonstrates great potential in extracting spatial information using a
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convolutional window and local connections [71,72]. Considering LULC mapping, such as cropland
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2.1. Study Area

2. Study Area and Materials

The Dongting Lake area (between latitudes 28◦ 300 and 29◦ 310 N, and longitudes 111◦ 400 and
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Figure 2. Calendar of the paddy rice in the study area.
Figure 2. Calendar of the paddy rice in the study area.

2.2. Datasets
2.2. Datasets
2.2.1. Landsat 8 OLI and MODIS13Q1
2.2.1. Landsat 8 OLI and MODIS13Q1
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1. Acquisition
information
of remote-sensing
data. Vegetation Indices were
MODIS NDVI dataTable
(path/row:
h27v05,
h27v06) from
the MOD13Q1
used in this study. MODIS NDVI data span one year from January 2016 to December 2016, a total of
Satellite Sensor
Landsat 8 OLI
MODIS13 Q1
23 scenes. The first invalid values in the MOD13Q1 products were removed using pixel reliability
Path/row
124/39
124/40
h27v05
h27v06
images [78]. Then, the MODIS NDVI data co-ordinate system was converted to a UTM (WGS-84)
2016-06-12
A the
totalMODIS
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totalwere
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the Landsat 8 OLI
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NDVIAdata
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2016-07-30
2016-07-30
Date
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2016
from
January
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to 30 m in accordance with the Landsat NDVI data.
2016-09-16

2016-09-16

to December 2016

to December 2016

Level of processing

Level 1

Level 3

Used bands

2–7, 10

NDVI

MODIS NDVI data (path/row: h27v05, h27v06) from the MOD13Q1 Vegetation Indices were
used in this study. MODIS NDVI data span one year from January 2016 to December 2016, a total
of 23 scenes. The first invalid values in the MOD13Q1 products were removed using pixel reliability
images [78]. Then, the MODIS NDVI data co-ordinate system was converted to a UTM (WGS-84)
projection, consistent with the Landsat 8 OLI data. Finally, the MODIS NDVI data were resampled to
30 m in accordance with the Landsat NDVI data.
2.2.2. Reference Data
Reference data were generated from the following auxiliary information: (1) LULC map of Hunan
Province (2016) with a scale of 1:10,000; (2) field-survey data in July 2016 acquired by Qcooli3-GPS,
which can be used to estimate rice area and location with high accuracy. A total of 580 ground truth
points distributed in the rice paddies and other major croplands were collected. These ground points
were within five blocks, which were selected before the experiment began; and (3) Google Earth images
were used to assist the identification of crop types. The dataset was employed for selecting training
samples and assessing accuracies.
2.2.3. Ancillary Data
The data from the Statistical Yearbook of Hunan Province of 2016 (http://www.hntj.gov.cn/),
statistical results at the county level were used to validate the derived rice map. The rice-cropping
calendar and rice-growth phonological observation data instructive to paddy-rice identification were
from the Institute of Subtropical Agriculture of China.

statistical results at the county level were used to validate the derived rice map. The rice-cropping
calendar and rice-growth phonological observation data instructive to paddy-rice identification were
from the Institute of Subtropical Agriculture of China.
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time-series NDVI and phenological variables to identify paddy rice by the CNN method.
MODIS13Q1 NDVI

Landsat8 OLI

MODIS13Q1 NDVI

Landsat8 OLI

MODIS13Q1 NDVI

Landsat8 OLI

S-G filter

Preprocessing

NDVI
(250m)

NDVI
(30m)

Field survey data
LULC map
Google earth images

STARFM fusion model

Time series
NDVI (30m)

Phenological
variables

CNN, SVM and RF classification

Paddy rice map

LST

training

Validation

Figure 3. Flowchart of paddy-rice mapping using a convolutional neural network (CNN) based on
Landsat 8 datasets.

3.1. Fitting of MODIS–NDVI Time Series
The MODIS–NDVI data were derived from the synthetic data using the maximum-value
composite method, which reduces the noise caused by cloud and aerosol effects. Other noises and
inaccurate phenology were eliminated by a Savizky–Golay (S–G) filter [78], which could clearly
describe minor changes in the study area despite complex crop types and broken plots [68]. A locally
adapted moving window was adopted in the S–G filtering. The moving window utilizes polynomial
least-squares regression to fit the time-series data. A double-cropping rice pixel of the MODIS–NDVI
time series filtered by S–G is shown in Figure 4. Additionally, the root mean square error (RMSE)
between the original NDVI and the filtered NDVI of the study area was calculated. The small RMSE
(<0.15) means that the NDVI time series fitted by the S–G filter had good performance.

adapted moving window was adopted in the S–G filtering. The moving window utilizes polynomial
least-squares regression to fit the time-series data. A double-cropping rice pixel of the MODIS–NDVI
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two rice-growing
twice
the Thus,
seasonality
parameter
was set was
as 0.1
thetotwo
rice-growing
seasons.
seasons. Additionally,
the parameter
of the medium-filter
option
was
seteliminate
as 2 to eliminate
and
Additionally,
the parameter
of the medium-filter
option was
set as
2 to
spikes spikes
and outliers,
outliers,
and
the
upper-envelope
parameter
was
set
as
2
to
remove
negatively
biased
noise
from
the
and the upper-envelope parameter was set as 2 to remove negatively biased noise from the fused
fused Landsat-like
NDVI
time series.
Landsat-like
NDVI time
series.
Considering
the
growth
characteristicsof
of rice
rice and
and other
other vegetation,
variables
Considering the growth characteristics
vegetation,five
fivephenological
phenological
variables
were
mapped
based
on
the
time-series
Landsat-like
NDVI:
the
start
of
the
season,
the
end
the
were mapped based on the time-series Landsat-like NDVI: the start of the season, the end of theofseason,
season, the length of the season, the largest NDVI value, and the NDVI amplitude during each
the length of the season, the largest NDVI value, and the NDVI amplitude during each considered
considered season. Their definitions are shown in Table 2.
season. Their definitions are shown in Table 2.
Phenological variables of the different vegetation types derived from the 16 days fused
Landsat-like NDVI time series are shown in Figure 6. Croplands present distinct phenological
patterns, but nonvegetated areas show no phenological patterns and low NDVI variability over time.
Phenological variables of vegetation classes, therefore, have potential for paddy-rice identification.
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Time
for
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seasonal amplitude measured
level. from the left minimum level.
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of thefrom
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season.
of the seasonal
amplitude
measured
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Difference between maximum NDVI and the base level.

Table 2. Phenological parameters.

Start of the season (SOS)

Phenology Parameters
End
season
(EOS)
Start
of of
thethe
season
(SOS)
Length of the season (LOS)
Max of NDVI (MON)
Amplitude of NDVI (AON)

End of the season (EOS)

Length of the season (LOS)

EOS–SOS

Phenological variables of the different vegetation types derived from the 16 day fused LandsatMax of NDVI (MON)
The largest NDVI value of the growing season.
like NDVI time series are shown in Figure 6. Croplands present distinct phenological patterns, but
Amplitude
of
NDVI
(AON)
Difference
between
maximum
NDVIover
and the
base
level.
nonvegetated areas show no phenological patterns and
low NDVI
variability
time.
Phenological
variables of vegetation classes, therefore, have potential for paddy-rice identification.
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3.4. Land-Surface Temperature Derived from Landsat 8 OLI
3.4. Land-Surface Temperature Derived from Landsat 8 OLI
LST is an important and useful factor for rice mapping on a large scale [15–16, 80]. A generalized
single-channel
algorithm,and
which
hasfactor
been demonstrated
as more
effective
than
other algorithms,
was
LST is an important
useful
for rice mapping
on a large
scale
[15,16,80].
A generalized
used to extract algorithm,
the LST from
bandhas
10 been
of Landsat
8 OLI foras
themore
period
from June
September
2016
single-channel
which
demonstrated
effective
thantoother
algorithms,
[81] as
follows:
was
used
to extract the LST from band 10 of Landsat 8 OLI for the period from June to September
2016 [81] as follows:
+ ϕϕ22
ϕϕ11LLλλ +
(2)
TT
)) +
+δδ
(2)
s s==γγ((
εε
where Ts , Lλ , and ε are land-surface temperature, radiance brightness of band 10, and land-surface
where Ts, Lλ, and ε are land-surface temperature, radiance brightness of band 10, and land-surface
emissivity, respectively. The land-surface temperature in Kelvin (K) was converted to degrees Celsius
emissivity, respectively. The land-surface temperature in Kelvin (K) was converted to degrees Celsius
(◦ C). The derived LST on 30 July is shown in Figure 7.
(℃). The derived LST on July 30 is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Land-surface temperature (LST) on 30 July 2016 derived from Landsat 8.
Figure 7. Land-surface temperature (LST) on July 30, 2016 derived from Landsat 8.

3.5. Conventional Neural Network Classification
3.5. Conventional Neural Network Classification
3.5.1. Classification Features
The classification features selected in this paper included spectral bands of the Landsat 8
OLI images, NDVI, and phenological variables. The selected spectral bands were Blue, Green,
Red, Near Infrared-NIR, Shortwave Infrared-SWIR 1, and Shortwave Infrared-SWIR 2, which have
demonstrated their potential in land-cover classification [82–84]. The NDVI was derived from Landsat
8 spectral images on 12 June 2016, 30 July 2016, and 16 September 2016. Phenological variables and
LST that can improve crop identification were utilized as classification features. Nine experimental
sequences with different feature configurations were designed to evaluate the classification effects of
different features (Table 3).
Table 3. Experiment with different classification features.
Experimental Sequences

Features

Feature Dimensions

Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3
Sequence 4
Sequence 5
Sequence 6
Sequence 7
Sequence 8
Sequence 9

Six spectral bands on June.
Six spectral bands on July.
Six spectral bands on September.
18 spectral bands on June, July and September
Six spectral bands on June + NDVI + Phenological variables.
Six spectral bands on July + NDVI + Phenological variables.
Six spectral bands on September + NDVI + Phenological variables.
18 spectral bands on June, July, and September + NDVI + phenological variables
19 spectral bands on June, July, and September + NDVI + phenological variables + LST

6
6
6
18
14
14
14
26
29
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3.5.2. Land-Cover Types and Training and Validation Areas
Combining the natural environment, main vegetation types in the study area, and the
land-use/-cover data acquired from the National Earth System Science Data Sharing Infrastructure
(http://www.geodata.cn) [85], land cover was classified into eight types: water, double-cropping rice,
single-season rice, grassland, dryland, forest, building, and other land.
To avoid spatial correlation between training and validation datasets, 10 blocks from the Landsat
dataset were randomly selected for the experiment, five for the training and five for the validation
(Figure 8), and the distances between the blocks were above 10 km. All field-survey data were
distributed in the yellow blocks. A rule of thumb was applied to confirm the sample size for accuracy
assessment [86]. Moreover, the number of pixels per class was limited to 20,000 for training and
15,000 for validation to simplify the computation. These numbers were selected randomly from the
available reference data of each class that exceeded these limits. Additionally, training samples for
each land-cover
on the LULC map of Hunan Province (2016) and Google Earth images
Remote
Sens. 2018, 10, type
x FORbased
PEER REVIEW
11 of 23
(2016) were selected randomly, and the field data were used as validation samples.

3.5.3. CNN

Figure 8. Training (in red) and validation (in yellow) areas.
Figure 8. Training (in red) and validation (in yellow) areas.

3.5.3. A
CNN
CNN has a main building block composed of multiple layers that are interconnected with each
otherAusing
setaof
learnable
weights
and biasesof
[87].
Additionally,
each
layer
CNN ahas
main
building
block composed
multiple
layers that
areconvolutional
interconnected
withmight
each
have
several
feature
maps,
and
the
convolutional
nodes
in
the
same
map
have
the
weights
other using a set of learnable weights and biases [87]. Additionally, each convolutional layer [88,89].
might
Equation
3 describes
the major
in the CNN:
have
several
feature maps,
and operations
the convolutional
nodes in the same map have the weights [88–89].

Equation 3 describes the major operations
in the CNN:
Ol = pool p (σ (Ol −1 ∗ W l + bl ))

(3)
(3)
where Ol–1 is the input feature map of the l-th layer with weights Wl and bias bl , that convolve the
where
Ol–1 is the
input
featurelinear
map of
the l-th layer*,with
Wl and
bias bl, that
convolve
the input
input feature
map
through
convolution
andweights
σ(.) is the
nonlinearity
function
outside
the
feature
map
through
linear
convolution
*,
and
σ(.)
is
the
nonlinearity
function
outside
the
convolutional layer [88]. Following layer convolution, a max-pooling operation with a window poolp
convolutional
layer
[88]. Following
layer
convolution,
a max-pooling
with awithin
window
poolp
sized p × p was
performed
to obtain
general
statistical
information operation
of the features
specific
sized
p
×
p
was
performed
to
obtain
general
statistical
information
of
the
features
within
specific
l
-th
regions, and then to generate feature map O at the l layer.
l at the l-th layer.
regions,
and then simple
to generate
feature
map Owas
A relatively
ConvNet
network
applied to plant classification. The network consisted
A layers,
relatively
ConvNettwo
network
was applied
to plant
classification.two
Theactivation
network consisted
of ten
twosimple
convolutional,
max-pooling,
two batch
normalization,
functions,
of
ten
layers,
two
convolutional,
two
max-pooling,
two
batch
normalization,
two
activation
functions,
and two fully connected layers (Figure 9) [90]. Patches (28 × 28 pixels) centered on the training
pixels
and
two
fully
connected
layers
(Figure
9)
[90].
Patches
(28
×
28
pixels)
centered
on
the
training
pixels
were randomly selected and could be overlapped. One patch for each pixel was centered and extracted,
were
randomly
selected
and
could
be overlapped.
One
for was
eachtrained
pixel using
was centered
and
and then
the predicted
label
was
assigned
to each pixel.
Thepatch
network
the stochastic
extracted,
and
then
the
predicted
label
was
assigned
to
each
pixel.
The
network
was
trained
using
gradient descent optimizer for 30 epochs. Early stopping was used to prevent overfitting. The batch
the stochastic gradient descent optimizer for 30 epochs. Early stopping was used to prevent
overfitting. The batch size, learning rate, momentum, and weight-decay parameter were set to 100,
0.1, 0.9, and 0.00005, respectively (Table 4). Only the central pixel of the patch belonging to the specific
class was selected to extract the training patches.
O l = pool p (σ (O l −1 ∗ W l + b l ))

regions, and then to generate feature map Ol at the l-th layer.
A relatively simple ConvNet network was applied to plant classification. The network consisted
of ten layers, two convolutional, two max-pooling, two batch normalization, two activation functions,
and two fully connected layers (Figure 9) [90]. Patches (28 × 28 pixels) centered on the training pixels
Remote
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were Sens.
randomly
and could be overlapped. One patch for each pixel was centered
and
extracted, and then the predicted label was assigned to each pixel. The network was trained using
the stochastic gradient descent optimizer for 30 epochs. Early stopping was used to prevent
size, learning rate, momentum, and weight-decay parameter were set to 100, 0.1, 0.9, and 0.00005,
overfitting. The batch size, learning rate, momentum, and weight-decay parameter were set to 100,
respectively (Table 4). Only the central pixel of the patch belonging to the specific class was selected to
0.1, 0.9, and 0.00005, respectively (Table 4). Only the central pixel of the patch belonging to the specific
extract the training patches.
class was selected to extract the training patches.

Figure 9. Structure of ConvNet network.
Figure 9. Structure of ConvNet network
Table 4. Parameters input into the CNN.
Parameters

Batch Size

Learning Rate

Momentum

Weight Decay
Parameter

Training Patch
Size

Value

100

0.1

0.9

0.00005

28 × 28

3.6. Compared Method and Accuracy Assessment
The CNN method was compared with the SVM and RF method. Classification accuracies were
assessed by overall accuracy (OA), kappa coefficient, user accuracy (UA), and producer accuracy (PA)
calculated using a confusion matrix. Furthermore, the McNemar test to assess the significance of the
classification accuracies of the three methods was used.
4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Paddy-Rice Mapping Using CNN with Different Features
Classifications with different feature combinations (Table 5) were performed, and classification
accuracies are shown in Table 4. Generally, feature sequences can be divided into three parts: Landsat
8 spectral, Landsat 8 spectral + NDVI + phenological variables (PV), and Landsat 8 spectral + NDVI
+ LST. When one Landsat 8 spectral image was considered, the image acquired in July, the heading
stage of single-season rice and the ripening of double-cropping rice had the highest classification
accuracy, followed by that acquired in September, the ripening stage of the single-season rice and the
heading stage for the double-cropping rice, and then that acquired in June, the flowering stage of the
double-cropping rice and the tillering stage of the single-season rice. This is because the heading of the
single-season rice and ripening of the double-cropping rice have quite typical spectral characteristics,
which can help distinguish paddy rice from other vegetables. When all Landsat 8 spectral (June, July,
and September) images were employed, overall accuracy was 91.23%. Variations of the paddy-rice
canopy structure were captured using more images and spectral bands, which increase the separability
of vegetation types.
When phenological features (NDVI + phenological variables) were added, the OA, PA, and UA
of paddy rice were all increased, demonstrating the potential of typical phenological features in rice
identification. Additionally, it is more effective in areas growing vegetation with similar spectral
characteristics. Thus, the time-series images and phenological features can improve the accuracy of
paddy-rice identification. LST is a very useful parameter to distinguish rice from other vegetables,
and the dataset of the Landsat 8 spectral images (June, July, September) + NDVI + PV + LST had the
highest classification accuracy (97.06%, 0.91).
Some parameters, such as Vegetation Health Index (VHI), Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI), Vegetation
Condition Index (VCI), Brightness Temperature (BT), and Temperature Condition Index (TCI), are also
used for paddy-rice identification [16,91]. However, there is a high positive correlation between
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NDVI, RVI, VCI, and VHI, because VCI and VHI are generated from NDVI. Additionally, there is high
correlation between BT, TCI, and LST. NDVI and LST, therefore, can represent other vegetation indices
(VHI, RVI, and VCI) and temperature parameters (BT and TCI), and is simpler. NDVI, PV, and LST
were used as important basic parameters to extract paddy-rice information of the study area.
Table 5. Classification accuracies of CNN with different features.
Feature Sequences

Class

PA (%)

UA (%)

OA (%)

Kappa

Landsat 8 spectral (June)

Paddy rice
Nonrice

84.65
81.62

81.28
85.91

82.52

0.62

Landsat 8 spectral (July)

Paddy rice
Nonrice

88.13
91.73

92.45
88.96

90.28

0.80

Landsat 8 spectral (September)

Paddy rice
Nonrice

86.32
85.36

85.68
88.12

89.35

0.80

Landsat 8 spectral (June, July, September)

Paddy rice
Nonrice

89.88
90.95

91.54
89.73

91.23

0.81

Landsat 8 spectral (June) + NDVI + PV

Paddy rice
Nonrice

86.24
84.23

83.65
87.59

85.03

0.71

Landsat 8 spectral (July) + NDVI + PV

Paddy rice
Nonrice

92.36
92.59

94.64
89.27

92.63

0.80

Landsat 8 spectral (September) + NDVI + PV

Paddy rice
Nonrice

88.65
86.68

87.92
89.86

91.36

0.80

Landsat 8 spectral (June, July, September) +
NDVI + PV

Paddy rice
Nonrice

95.98
94.82

96.65
93.28

95.84

0.88

Landsat 8 spectral (June, July, September) +
NDVI + PV+LST

Paddy rice
Nonrice

97.29
96.83

96.92
97.05

97.06

0.91

PA, UA, OA represent producer accuracy, user accuracy, and overall accuracy, respectively. PV, phenological variables.

4.2. Paddy-Rice Mapping using CNN, SVM, and RF Classifiers
The classification results of CNN were compared with those of other machine-learning classifiers,
SVM and RF, using the same feature sets (Landsat 8 spectral (June, July, September) + NDVI + PV).
The results (Table 6) demonstrate that the CNN algorithm has higher accuracy (including OA, Kappa
coefficient, PA, and UA of paddy rice) than the other two machine-learning classifiers. The OA, UA,
and PA were all above 95%, and the Kappa coefficient was also larger than 0.90.
Table 6. Classification accuracies of the three methods.
Classification Algorithm

Class

PA (%)

UA (%)

OA (%)

Kappa

CNN

Paddy rice
Nonrice

97.29
96.83

96.92
97.05

97.06

0.91

SVM

Paddy rice
Nonrice

91.15
92.37

90.26
93.54

90.63

0.84

RF

Paddy rice
Nonrice

90.62
92.35

90.89
92.46

89.38

0.82

McNemar’s test was used to evaluate the significance of the classification accuracies.
The conventional threshold for declaring statistical significance was set as 5%. The p-Value of McNemar
test for the three methods, along with the level of significance, are shown in Table 7. Apart from
the SVM with an RF pair, other differences are significant at a 5% level of significance. Furthermore,
the differences between CNN and the other two machine-learning classifiers have statistical significance
at 0.1%.
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Figure 10. Paddy-rice maps of the study area generated by (a) RF, (b) SVM, and (c) CNN.
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4.3. Paddy-Rice Mapping Using Three CNNs
4.3.
Mapping
Three
CNNs
TwoPaddy-Rice
additional
full Using
CNNs,
a patch-based
VGG-16 network [92], and a pixel-based fully

convolutional
network (FCN)
[93], were
employed
in thisnetwork
study to[92],
identify
rice (Table
Two additional
full CNNs,
a patch-based
VGG-16
and apaddy
pixel-based
fully 8).
Generally,
the patch-based
CNN (ConvNet
VGG-16)
achieved
higher
classification
convolutional
network (FCN)
[93], were and
employed
in this
study to
identify
paddy riceaccuracy
(Table 8).than
the pixel-based
one
did.
Additionally,
ConvNet
and
VGG-16
produced
similar
OA,
Kappa,
PA, and
Generally, the patch-based CNN (ConvNet and VGG-16) achieved higher classification accuracy
UA. than the pixel-based one did. Additionally, ConvNet and VGG-16 produced similar OA, Kappa, PA,
and UA.
Table 8. Classification accuracies of the three methods.
Table 8. Classification accuracies of the three methods.

Classification algorithm
Classification Algorithm
ConvNet network
ConvNet network
VGG-16 network
network
VGG-16

Pixel-based
Pixel-based FCN

Class
Class
Paddy rice
Paddy rice
Nonrice
Nonrice
Paddy
Paddy
rice rice

PA(%)
UA (%)
OA (%)
Kappa
PA(%) UA (%)
OA (%) Kappa
97.29
96.92
97.29
96.92
97.06
0.91
0.91
96.83 97.0597.05 97.06
96.83
96.83 96.1896.18
96.83
96.52 96.52 0.90 0.90
Nonrice 96.52
96.52 96.7896.78
Nonrice

Paddy
93.25 93.2993.29
Paddy
rice rice 93.25
92.43 92.43 0.85 0.85
Nonrice
93.41
Nonrice
93.41 92.6592.65
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3.5.2) in the study area was generated by the proposed method using Landsat 8 spectral (June, July,
September) + NDVI + PV and ConvNet network. Paddy-rice distribution from 2016 is shown
September) + NDVI + PV and ConvNet network. Paddy-rice distribution from 2016 is shown in Figure
in Figure 11, in which double-cropping rice had much wider distribution than single-season rice,
11, inespecially
which double-cropping
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sporadically across the study area, centered around the Dongting Lake or along rivers.

Figure 11. Paddy-rice distribution in the study area in 2016 generated from a Landsat 8 dataset using
Figure
11. Paddy-rice distribution in the study area in 2016 generated from a Landsat 8 dataset using
the CNN method.
the CNN method.
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value because LOD is calculated by pixel, while the GRA is the total sow areas.
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Figure 12. Regression analysis between the Landsat 8-derived rice area and the government rice-area
Figure 12. Regression analysis between the Landsat 8-derived rice area and the government rice-area
statistics at a county level.
statistics at a county level.
Table 9. Relative error in area (REA) between the Landsat 8-derived rice area and the government
rice-area
Table 9. statistics.
Relative error in area (REA) between the Landsat 8-derived rice area and the government

rice-area statistics.
County/District
County/District

Huarong
Huarong
Junshan
Junshan
Yueyanglou
Anxiang
Yueyanglou
Hanshou
Anxiang
Linli
Hanshou
Nanxiang
Linli
Anhua
Nanxiang
Taojiang
Anhua
Jinshi
Taojiang
Lixian
Jinshi
Dingcheng
Lixian
Wuling

Landsat 8 (ha)
Landsat 8 (ha)

15,235

Government’s Rice
Area (GRA)
(ha)
Government’s
Rice Area
(GRA)
(ha)
15,026

15,235
2198

15,026
2135

2198
2069

2135
1928

5268
2069

5110
1928

16,562
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improved. This significant improvement was a result of the seasonal behavior of different vegetation
types. Additionally, it is a challenge to distinguish paddy rice from the other vegetation types using the
spectral image of a single day. However, using the Landsat 8 images acquired at the key growth stages
of rice can effectively improve classification accuracy. LST is another useful parameter for mapping
paddy rice [16,91] that can improve the classification accuracy.
Traditional machine-learning algorithms used for paddy-rice mapping are SVM, RF,
and DT [15,102,103]. The CNN, with convolutional layers as well as max-pooling layers that take the
neighborhood of a pixel as context information, develops deeper characteristics of images and gets
a higher accuracy. A patch-based CNN method was used in this study to map the paddy rice and
achieved a higher accuracy than pixel-based methods SVM and RF. Compared with research that
used a DT algorithm with multitemporal HJ-1A/B spectral images and phenological variables for
rice mapping [104], the classification accuracy of the current study is nearly 3% higher using CNN.
CNN was employed to map the detailed land covers with multitemporal Landsat 8 data in northern
Greece, and its accuracy was lower than the SVM in that study [90]. This discrepancy with the current
results is caused by a few factors. During this study, on the one hand, the Landsat 8 dataset was
classified only into eight land-cover types, but the study in Greece developed the Landsat 8 data
into more than 25 land-cover types. The study area in the current study is located in the interior
of China, where the landscape is relatively homogeneous and rice fields have continuous coverage,
while the area of the Greek study was near the sea, presenting highly heterogeneous landscapes.
The CNN method causes distortions to the boundary and outline of the land covers in areas with high
heterogeneity because CNN input is a feature map set, but the output is a category label. Phenology
data might also be another factor. Although the patch-based algorithm is incapable of classifying
independent pixels inside a patch, the patch-based CNN works well in homogeneous regions and
generally performs better than pixel-based CNN for paddy-rice mapping in this study.
There are some limitations regarding the proposed method. Looking at the fusion model,
the selection of base image pairs is difficult. Adding extra image pairs acquired during a time
period can improve data-fusion results, especially at key pair dates (such as the nursery, vegetative,
productive, and ripening stages for crops) [95]. Additionally, residual cloud contamination in the
16 day MODIS time-series NDVI, which is quite common in tropical and subtropical areas, should be
removed [96]. Regarding complex heterogeneous areas, high temporal and spatial variations might
lead to greater prediction errors than in homogeneous areas. Different temporal growing patterns
of vegetation and spatial heterogeneity in the study area might account for this [97]. Concerning a
CNN, the proposed method does not consider the spatial pattern of the study area, which is also a key
factor for discriminating vegetation types. Stronger spatial heterogeneity causes mixed pixels, thereby
reducing classification accuracy. Deep-learning CNN, combined with other classification methods, is
able to solve this problem. The CNN + threshold method and the CNN + object-based method have
been successfully applied in land-cover mapping [89]. Second, CNN needs much longer computation
time than SVM and RF because it originates an input feature map set and classifies it for each pixel
image [90]. Parallel-processing and dimensionality-reduction methods, such as principal-component
analysis [105], singular-value decomposition [106] and sparse autoencoder [107], can effectively handle
the computation of large datasets. Finally, the problem of mixed pixels affects the identification of
paddy-rice fields. Some rice fields are too small to be classified with the 30 m spatial resolution Landsat
8 data. When possible, higher spatial resolution images, such as GF-1 satellite images, should be
used. GF-1 satellite sensors have higher spatial resolution (8 and 16 m) and observation frequency
(4 and 2 days) than Landsat 8, which can increase the classification efficiency of the proposed method,
especially in regions with rainy and cloudy weather.
6. Conclusions
Patch-based deep-learning CNN and multitemporal Landsat 8 data were employed in this study
to identify paddy rice in the Dongting Lake area. This study demonstrates the potential for using
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moderate spatial resolution images combined with CNN for large-area paddy-rice mapping. Despite
the impact of the mixed pixels and other problems, the proposed method achieves overall accuracy
and Kappa efficiency of higher than 95% and 0.90, respectively. The results were confirmed by the
strong correlation between the derived rice area and the government rice area statistics at the county
level (R2 > 0.9). The rice area derived from the Landsat 8 data was slightly overestimated, with an REA
ranging between 1.4% and 14.3%, while the current study’s paddy-rice mapping algorithm has the
potential to provide acceptable spatial distribution of paddy rice in other large-scale areas.
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